WINLOCK PATIO PLUNGE BOLTS
Like all Winlock Specials this is a UK manufactured product, exclusive to Winlock, that is made to the highest
quality standards and is available ex-stock.
Winlock has been making patio plunge bolts for many years and they featured on the first inline sliding patio
ever to achieve PAS024.
Their purpose is to secure the interlock side of the patio so that the 2 panes cannot be pulled apart or slid
apart. We have two versions of our patio bolts:

1.

Straight Bolt

This product features a steel pin that throws through the inside sash into the outside to prevent lateral
separation of the 2 panes. Ideally this should be fitted in conjunction with our patented Interlock plates which
the pin passes through and which then prevents the sashes from being separated horizontally.
The bolts are available in differing lengths to suit different profile systems, and are available in white, black,
gold and chrome finishes.

2.

Hammerhead Bolt

This product is for applications where our interlock plates cannot be fitted.
The hammerhead bolt consists of a straight bolt which is machined and tapped to accept a bar on the end
which is fitted with a set screw. This bar is fitted after the bolt has been fixed to the internal sash, and the
device is then rotated 90’ to sit behind a stainless steel striker on the outside sash. This device then prevents
the panes being separated laterally or horizontally.
As with the straight bolts this device is available in profile related lengths and can be supplied in white, black,
gold or chrome finishes.
For more details on this range or to place an order, please call our Sales team on 01952 602250 or have a look
at the Products section of our website www.winlock.co.uk/products
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